Introduction
In the subject of internet of things, different kinds of information are transferred by sensor nodes. In order to improve the efficiency and stability of the transmission through networks, the layout of the nodes must be optimized. (Zhang Honghai and Hou Jennifer,2005; Yu Hongyi,2008) Zigbee is one of the hardware equipment used in the wireless communication technology. It has many advantages, for example, the connection distance is shorter and the complexity is smaller, the power consumption is lower and so on. In the automatic control and remote control field, it is widespread. 
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Methods and Algorithms
The network evaluation function
When to evaluate a network, we often consider the following two factors: the network performance and the cost. The network performance includes the stability in transfer information and the accuracy in location. It depends on the overlapping area.
The cost depends on the number of nodes. The more nodes there are the higher cost and power consumption.
When the target area is k -coverage, the size of area covered is:
If the number of nodes in this area is n , the coverage area is:
Where: a is the length of the target area, b is the width of the target area R is the effective communication radius.
At the same time, every point in the target area has the very same information collection accuracy. It can reflect on the utilization of the coverage area. The larger , the better the net performance is. At the same time, it can reflect the number of nodes. The fewer the nodes are, the lower the cost is. In another words, the lower the coverage rate, the better the layout of the network.
In a 1-coverage network, the calculation function is defined:
Through the discussion, the coverage rate is solved. In the 1-coverage network, it is 82.7%. In fact, it can't reach the perfect value 1.
In a k -coverage network, the covered area can be considered as:
All in all, in a k -coverage network, the calculation function is defined:
The layout of nodes in 1-coverage network
To design the nodes layout, for a target area, the main problem is how to make the area is covered without blind spot, which means that the point can`t be covered.
According to the simplification of the covered area-the circle, we can turn the problem into geometric. For a ab rectangle region, how to be fitted together can use the least circles and how many circles are needed. As no matter small the radius of the circle is, it impossible to cover the area without blind point, so we take the second best solution that the circle is replaced with its inscribed polygon and the node is located on the center of the polygon.
If there are x polygons put on the same vertex, and every n gon's interior angle is:
( 2) *180 / nn  
three different kinds of repetitive units
Locate the nodes according to the above way, then we can get the covered area without blind points.
Where:
C A means the size of overlapping area. Using the hexagon to locate the nodes is the best layout (Zhang Chaohui,2010) .
Using the Definition 1 in the model one, we can calculate the coverage rate
Then the calculation function is:
The layout of nodes in k-coverage network
During the research on k -coverage network, the two puzzles challenge us. One is that if the geometric shapes in k -coverage network is the same to the 1-coverage network. Another one is that how to calculate the distance between the two nodes.
We regard the second question as the breakthrough point to compute the distance between two nodes in k -coverage network. we have proven that there are three possibilities: regular triangle, square and the hexagon. And the node is located on the vertex.
We can see the vertex is the most difficult point to be covered. 
NN xyis one of nodes N surrounded the node M.
Define a distance function:
Only if G>0,the target area is k-coverage. 
Then the distance G can be expressed by 1
We must find out the 1 k 2 k , then we can get the distance between M and N.
（1） Solution
Taking the 2-coverage for example, introduce above model in detail.
We have proved there are three shapes; regular triangle, square and the hexagon showed in the following Figure 2 
Then coordinates of N :
Then the distances function:
For k-coverage, we can express k using the multiply of 1 k and 2 k
It means the number of points of intersection.
From that, we can get the numerical value. Then we can get the function: 
To simply the distance G( 12 , kk) into the D( 12 , kk):
Because 1 k and 2 k are all integer, we can get the value of them through gradual enlargement from (0,0), for example:（0,1）,（0,-1）,（-1,0）…… After getting the value of D, put the value in order of from small to bigger. The value order is the order to pick up 12 , kk .
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The flow chart in k -coverage network,See Figure From the three discussing above Table 2 -3 , the evaluation function is
Communication Coordination
When the effective radius of repeater is larger than or equals to the area radius (some repeater radius can reach more than 100 meters), only a repeater can cover the whole area. In order to mitigate interference, besides the geographical separation, the line‖ (PL), Since a repeater has a special frequency pair and a particular PL, and there are different demand of network serves (different frequencies used for different purposes) and the number of user, the spectrum range need to be divided into multiple channels.
So our task is optimizing frequency channel coordinate and the use of PL according to the users' quantities and purposes on the basis of complete coverage.
Results and analysis
We already know that the layout scheme of triangular, square and hexagon by We have known that the double covered network in triangular scheme is actually covered triple by model two. So the ratio of double covered area with the whole area is 0 that is the positioning accuracy is 1.
As for square and hexagon, we take the area ratio by most times of simulation to calculate positioning accuracy and function values. The results show in table3-3: The higher value of function is, the better scheme of layout is. In order to select better layout scheme, we give a weight to each scheme based on the environment as table3-4 shows. In conclusion, the layout scheme is as follows.
(1) If the environment condition is good, choose the square scheme.
(2) If the environment condition is medium, choose the hexagon scheme.
(3) If the environment condition is bad, choose the triangular scheme.
From table 3-4, The positioning accuracy of triangular and square scheme can reach to 1, but is too low in hexagon scheme. So we take the method of reducing the distance of nodes to increase the positioning accuracy.
Use Monte Carlo Simulation; we get the relation of nodes distance and the positioning accuracy. It's show in table3-5: So the procedure of layout is to choose the scheme based on the environment.
And if the hexagon scheme is chosen, choose the nodes distance based on positioning accuracy.
Discussions
(1) To once complete coverage network, choose the hexagon scheme, and the node lies in the center, the length of sides is the effective radius.
(2) To more than once complete coverage, compared the triangular, square and hexagon scheme, and get a general scheme of multiple complete coverage by calculate the length of sides on the polygon. 
